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RODRIGO UNGARO

Rodrigo Ungaro born and raised in Caracas, Venezuela in the year 
of 1986.  

Actually he resides in Madrid, Spain.  

He made his first steps as a profesional studying Business 
specializing in Tourism. He always related to nature and open 
spaces, his parents always took him to Los Roques Archipelago 
where he converted his temple later in life. This is where he found 
love and respect for nature, because of this he developed interest 
in water action sports what later became his way of living by seeing 
the ocean behavior in a different perspective. 

in 2009 he decided to move to Costa Rica and study advertising in 
Universidad Latina. In this country his passion for the ocean and 
water sports gets real and bigger than ever, because of this interest 
he decided to become a surf photographer and started traveling 
and learning photography with the bests. In Hawaii with Brian 
Bielmann and in Puerto Rico with Art Brewer and this is what started 
a life dedicated to photography.  

Photography is the tool that allows Rodrigo to capture this unique 
moments that nature gifts us, moments that will never repeat. He 
has the need to show the world this gifts of nature that he can see, 
the peace and tranquility are the pillars of what he transmit with his 
photography: the smooth sand, imposing ocean, majestic 
mountains, radiant light, soft clouds and fresh air. All the elements 
are used in his favor to create environment that generate pleasure 
and well-being to the viewers.  

Since then Rodrigo Ungaro has devoted himself completely to 
photography. Natural landscapes, Action sports and artistic 
projects such as H20 Visions are his specialty and what he is 
passionate about.  

Nowadays all he does is think in "clicks" trying to capture everything 
he can. Photography grew in him and he makes it live every day 
with inspiration to continue growing his profession ... His passion 
continues to grow and will not disappear. 



“Visions of ever-changing life”
H  O VISIONS2



H O Visions:

“We are tied to the ocean. And when we go back to the sea, whether 
it is to sail or to watch – we are going back from whence we came”  

John F. Kennedy  

Rodrigo Ungaro’s works in the H2O VISIONS project shows with 
texture, form and light an authentic vision of the sea. His artistic 
exposure is influenced by the impressionist ideal and for this reason he 
pursues to “capture a moment that will not come back”. 

Rodrigo’s muse is the sea, in this element of nature is where he 
searches to capture the best of each moment and where he also looks 
to uncover infinity of shapes, movement and colors. H20 VISIONS is 
the result of a meticulous selection done by the artist of thousands of 
pictures taken in different beaches all over the world. 

"There is no equal wave to the other” 

The photographer seeks to capture, save, harbor and share the little 
details of the sea, those that are in front of us as the truths of life, but 
which we often ignore. Ungaro manages to take viewers to another 
dimension, invites them to see the sea from their point of view, 
managing to transport them to that unique moment. 

His work convey harmony, calm, tranquility and peace to the 
spectators and spaces. Stimulating the imagination and inviting us to 
be creative to know what we are seeing exactly. The artist tells us that: 
"Over time he has realized that each photograph produces different 
effects and emotions for each person who observes them". Ungaro's 
work seems abstract but it is not and this invites viewers to 

contemplate it and associate it with different moments and emotions 
that they have experienced in their lives. 

The H2O VISIONS project shows three visions: Over, Under and In 
Between. Three spaces of the sea that differ in texture, form and light, 
but at the same time complement each other. 
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Rodrigo is concerned for his art to lasts over time. Let it always stay 
fresh, like when it first comes to light. That is why it strives to have a 
technical evolution in line with technology at the level of printing, ink 
and paper. Always at the forefront, consonant with his ideals of work 
and with the concept of his works. In this way the spectators can 
contemplate a work of quality worthy of framing. 

The times of the sea are perfect. Everything is a constant cycle but 
always new. The sea is philosophy because it has so much to teach 
us. For Ungaro the sea is his element, his means of expression, his 
amusement park, his temple, for which he is always at ease in him and 
through art he seeks to express his love and give back all those 
happiness and good times that he has received. 

“A lot of people attack the sea, I make love to it”  
Jacques Cousteau

OVER: The artist shows the part that is above the water of the sea, 
the visual angles from the surface and from the heights. Where you 
can see the undulations of the sea and the clouds with their 
sensations of infinity, and the strength of this element of nature that 
generates waves of different sizes and shapes. Everything comes 
together to make compositions that seem abstract. The reflection of 
light in the water creates intense colors, visions that are rarely 
observed by the human eye.

In Between: The best of both worlds. Air and water, the sky and the 
marine depth in a single picture. A new world for many spectators. The 
artist delights in the composition that exists within the waves. A 
mixture of colors, shapes and textures that create images that appear 
to be abstract and wild, in the style of Kandinsky.

Under: The under water world, that place that the human knows little. 
Through the lens of Rodrigo Ungaro we can appreciate this fascinating 
world. The perfect mountain ranges that lie at the bottom of the sea 
with their small sand mountains produced by the movement of water. 
Mocking bubbles that emanate youth and enjoyment. The perfect 
curvature of the waves taken from behind, where sea lovers want to 
be to feel and see the strength of nature.

"H20 visions are visions of the evolution of life, a life that is 
constantly changing due to the influence of other natural forces that 

have direct interaction with it" 

                                                               Rodrigo Ungaro



Exhibitions



Estudio Arte 8 - Destellos y Reflejos | Caracas, Venezuela | March - April, 2013


Elementos Expo (Colectiva) | Caracas, Venezuela | April, 2013


Club Camurí Grande - H2O Visions | Vargas, Venezuela | July - September, 2013


Wok and Roll - H2O Visions | Caracas, Venezuela | November, 2014


Oscar Ascanio - H2O Visions | Miami, U.S.A | December, 2014


Greenela - H2O Visions | Caracas, Venezuela | July - September, 2015


Galería 39 - Rodrigo y Las Fuerzas del Mar | Caracas, Venezuela | March - June, 2016


Materna y Herencia - LIQUIDUS | Madrid, Spain | January, 2018


Cruz Bajo - LIQUIDUS | Madrid, Spain | August - September, 2018




